11100 ACCOUNTING (BA)
44200 ART HISTORY (BA)
48200 ASIAN STUDIES (BA)
25400 ATHLETIC TRAINING (BS)
70301 BIOLOGY ENVIRONMENTAL OPTION (BS)
70302 BIOLOGY CELL AND MOLECULAR OPTION (BS)
70100 BIOLOGY/BA GENERAL
70102 BIOLOGY/HONORS (BA)
70185 BIOLOGY/PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT (BA)
70188 BIOLOGY/PRE-PT TRACK (BA)
70197 BIOLOGY/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
70196 BIOLOGY TCHR STU DIS P-12 (BA)
72102 CHEMISTRY/EXPANDED ACS (BS)
72100 CHEMISTRY/GENERAL (BA)
72101 CHEMISTRY/HONORS (BA)
72104 CHEMISTRY/INSTRUMENTATION (BS)
72197 CHEMISTRY/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
70400 CLINICAL LAB CYTOTECHNOLOGY (BS) JOINT PROGRAM
70401 CLINICAL LAB MEDICAL LAB SCIENCE (BS) JOINT PROG.
41106 COMMUNICATION JOURNALISM (BA)
41104 COMMUNICATION STUDIES (BA)
41107 COMMUNICATION-PUBLIC RELATIONS (BA)
41108 COMMUNICATION – MEDIA (BA)
41109 COMMUNICATION – FILM (BA)
78305 COMPUTER SCIENCE (BS)
78306 COMPUTER SCIENCE/INFO SYSTEMS OPTION (BS)
54300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE (BA)
45300 DESIGN/INDUSTRIAL DESIGN (BID)
45100 DESIGN/INTERIOR DESIGN (BFA)
22104 EARLY CHILDHOOD K-6 (BA)
76100 EARTH SCIENCE/GENERAL (BA)
76201 EARTH SCIENCE/GEOLGY (BS)
76202 EARTH SCIENCE/METEOROLOGY (BS)
76203 EARTH SCIENCE, EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE (BS)
76204 EARTH SCIENCE/geo-SCIENCE (BS)
76205 EARTH SCI/ENVIRONMENT SCIENCE (BS)
76188 EARTH SCIENCE/PRE-PT TRACK (BA)
76197 EARTH SCI/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
76196 EARTH SCIENCE STU DIS P-12 (BA)
40100 ECONOMICS (BA)
40197 ECONOMICS/TCHR ED P-12 (BA)
24114 ELEMENTARY EDUC K-6 (BA)
24115 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION K-6 & 5-8 (BA)
24116 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/BILINGUAL K-6 (BA)
24117 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/BILINGUAL K-6 & 5-8 (BA)
42100 ENGLISH/STANDARD (BA)
42195 ENGLISH TCHR GLOBAL SETTINGS (BA)
42197 ENGLISH/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
42196 ENGLISH/TCHR STUDENTS W DISABILITIES P-12 (BA)
42103 ENGLISH/WRITING (BA)
40500 FINANCE (BS)
44300 FINE ARTS (BA)
44397 FINE ARTS - TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
44500 FINE ARTS/STUDIO ART (BFA)
44501 FINE ARTS/STUDIO/PHOTOGRAPHY (BFA)
45400 GRAPHIC DESIGN/INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING (BFA)
45401 GRAPHIC DESIGN/INTERACTIVE PRINT & SCREEN (BFA)
80104 HEALTH INFO. MANAGEMENT (BS) JOINT PROGRAM
48100 HISTORY (BA)
48101 HISTORY/HONORS (BA)
48188 HISTORY/PRE-PT TRACK (BA)
48197 HISTORY/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
48196 HISTORY TCHR STU DIS P-12 (BA)
28700 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (BS)
CSTME – Teacher Track B.S.
30101 Biology 30105 Molecular Biology
30102 Chemistry 30106 Computational Mathematics
30104 Mathematics 30110 Biomedicine Option
30111 Sci & Tech Engineering Option

CSTME – Research Track B.S.
30600 MANAGEMENT - GENERAL BUSINESS (BS)
40604 MANAGEMENT—MGMT. OF ORGANIZATION (BS)
40605 MANAGEMENT—SUPPLY CHAIN & INFO. MGMT (BS)
49200 GLOBAL BUSINESS (BS)
40400 MARKETING (BS)
78200 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES (BA)
78201 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES STATISTICS (BA)
78297 MATHTCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
78296 MATHEMATICS TCHR STU DIS P-12 (BA)
70200 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (BS)
70201 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY/CYTOTECHNOLOGY (BS)
70202 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY/HISTOTECHNOLOGY (BS)
50200 MUSIC (BA)
50197 MUSIC EDUCATION P-12 (BA)
50300 MUSIC EDUCATION (BM)
84100 NURSING BSN (LIMITED TO RNs ONLY) (BSN)
25104 PHYSICAL EDUC/GLOBAL FITNESS & WELLNESS (BA)
25197 PHYS ED HEALTH PED P-12 (BA)
54100 POLITICAL SCIENCE (BA)
54102 POLITICAL SCIENCE/INT. COMP. POLITICS (BA)
54197 POLITICAL SCI TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
56100 PSYCHOLOGY (BA)
56188 PSYCHOLOGY/PRE-PT TRACK (BA)
56200 PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCHIATRIC REHABILITATION (BS)
54200 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (BA)
54400 PUBLIC ADMIN. 5 YEAR BA/MPA DUAL PROGRAM
25302 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION/COMMERCIAL (BA)
25303 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION/COMMUNITY (BA)
25301 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION/ThERAPEUTIC (BA)
58100 SOCIAL WORK (BA)
46200 SPANISH (BA)
46288 SPANISH/PRE-PT (BA)
46297 SPANISH/TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
26201 SPEECH LANGUAGE HEARING SCIENCES (BA)
77100 SUSTAINABILITY (BS)
27301 TEACHER OF STUDENTS W DISABILITIES & P-3 (BA)
27304 TEACHER OF STUDENTS W DISABILITIES & K-6 (BA)
27305 TEACHER OF STUD. W DISABILITIES & K-6 & 5-8 (BA)
41200 THEATRE (BA)
41497 THEATRE TCHR EDUC P-12 (BA)
43100 THEATRE DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY (BFA)
43200 THEATRE PERFORMANCE (BFA)
00100 UNDECIDED MAJOR

ONLY STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING FIRST MAJORS MAY SELECT CONTENT AREA:
- EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION K-6 (BA)
- ELEMENTARY EDUCATION K-6 (BA)
- ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/BILINGUAL K-6 (BA)
- TEACHER OF STUDENTS W DISABILITIES & K-6 (BA)
- TEACHER OF STUDENTS W DISABILITIES & P-3 (BA)
- TEACHER OF STUDENTS W DISABILITIES & K-6 (BA)

CONTENT AREA
BIO000 BIOLOGY
MAT000 MATHEMATICS
CHE000 CHEMISTRY/PHYSICS
ENG000 ENGLISH STANDARD
ENG030 ENGLISH WRITING
HIS000 HISTORY
THE000 THEATRE
MUS000 MUSIC
FA000 FINE ARTS
SUS000 SUSTAINABILITY

REVISED ACTIVE MAJORS – FEBRUARY 25, 2015
CHANGE OF MAJOR FORM

How to File a Change of Major Form

NOTE: It is suggested that the Change of Major process is initiated well in advance of any registration period to allow for required processing time.

1. Complete all the fields in the student information section and sign the form.
2. Bring the form to the Department Chair of the major into which you want to be admitted for the Chair’s signature approving the change of major.
3. Return the form to the Office of the Registrar or One-Stop Service Center. You must then seek advisement from faculty in the new major of choice from that point forward.

STUDENT COMPLETES THIS SECTION:
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Student ID #: ___________________________ Ph# to contact ________________ Kean email: ____________________________

Name:  ____________________________________________ ______________________________________________

Address:  ____________________________________________

City, State, Zip Code:  ____________________________________________

Did you transfer into Kean University? ☐ Yes ☐ No
What semester and year did you begin at Kean? Year/Semester ____________________________

Student’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

FACULTY COMPLETES THIS SECTION:

Academic Program: ____________________________ Code: ____________________________ Intended ( ) Declared ( )

Catalog Year: ____________________________

1st Major Chairperson’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Second Major: ____________________________________________ Code: ____________________________

2nd Major Chairperson’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Education Majors Only – see reverse side for the list of majors

Content Area: ____________________________ Code: ____________________________

Chairperson’s Signature (content area): ____________________________ Date: ____________________________